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Abstract

COMPETItION AND DIVERSITY AMONG RADIO FORMATS:

LEGAL AND STRUCTURAL ISSUES

Ttiat competition in broadcasting may not bring about a
sufficiently heterogerious mix of broadcast programming has long been
the subject of debate among policymakers, and nowhere has this debate
been more acrimonious than in its appittation to the diversification
of radio formats. While the-FederaT Communications Commission prefers
to leave questiont of diversity to the demands of the marketplace, the
District of Columbia Court of Appeals has been encouraging the
Commission to accommodate exceptions to--and thus exemptions from--itt
policy of.non ntervention.

In FCC v WNCN Listeners Guild (1981), the Supreme Court recently
rebuked the C urt of Appeals and--at least tacitly--endorsed the FCC's,
desire to re y on marketplace forces to promote-diversity in radio
entertainment programming. Consequently, the Court finds,A-Kelf
supporttng a policy that favors competition, not diversity; free
enterprise, ot consumer welfare; the broadcaster, not the listener.
In striking ontrast to Red Lion in 1969, when the Court upheld a
listener's H ight to hear," WNCN fails to require the FCC to look..
beyond the m rketplace for the standards with which to assess program
diversity.

.The FCC' laissez-faire approach to format allocation--which the
Court of Appeals des&ibes as a "mechanistic deference" to free
enterprise-- nderscores the Commission's aversion to diversity as a
goal of the First Amendment. In practice, the FCC's format policy
confuses var ety with diversity and, in the end, fails to recognize
that competition in the marketplace typically mitigates against the
ideal of plur listic, programming._
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COMPETITION AND DIVERSITY AMONG RADIO FORMATS:

LEGAL AND STRUCTURAL ISSUES

It has never been clear what Congresp and the courts intended as .

the proper relationship between brOadcasting and the realitites of

free enterprise. The legislative history of the Communications Act of

1934 suggests that Congress did not warit broadcasters to be

constrained by federally imposed programming priorities.' As the

Supreme Court recognized in 1940, broadcasters are not coMmon

carriers: "Congress intended to leave comRptition in the business of

broadcasting where it found it, to permit a licenseig...to survive or

succumb according to his ability to make his programs attractive'to

the public."2 At the same.time, however, Congress .expects licensees -

to be responsive to the:public interest, convenience, and

necessity,"3 and the, judAciary has cautioned broadcasters about their-

II enforceable' public ooligations."4 fn its effort to "secure the

maximum benefits of radio to all the people "5 the Federal

Communications Commission must thus acknowledge that, at ttmes, the

consumer's right to hear far outweighs the ,broadcaster's. right to be

heard.6

To reconcile these contrastin§ and often conflicting,views of the

role of broadcasting, the FCC has established a "double standard !

approach to tiroadcast regulation, a policy intended to strike a

balance between, as the Supreme Court puts it, "the preservation of a

free competitive broadcast system on the one, hand, and the reasoClable



restriction of that freedom inherent in the'public interest.4tandard

provided in the,Communications Act, on the other."7 Accordingly, the.

FCC requires a certain degree of equity, balance, and accountibility

insofar as public,affairs programming is concerned,8 but generally .

f)

leaves entertainMent programming to the demands of thermarketplace.

The viability of a laissez-faire approach to entertainment

programming, however, remains a major policy issue. Thit the

marketplace for broadcasting may not yield a sufficiently

heterogeneous mix of .prógramming has lptIg been.the subject.of debate

among policymakers, and nowhere has this debate been more acrimonious

than in its application to the diversification of radio formats,.

While the judiciary ordinarily upholds the Commission's disparate

treatment of public affairs and edtertainment programming, for nearly

a,deoaile the D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals had been encouraging tlie

FtC to temper its marketplace 'approach'to format allocation by

providing a "safety valve" procedure that would accommodate exceptions

to--and khus exemptions from--its policy of nonintervention.

In FCC v. WNCN Listeners Guild, the Supreme Court recently

rebuk4l the Court of Appeals and--at least tacitly--endorsed the

Comm sion's desire to rely on "market forces to promote diversity in

radio entertainment formats and to satisfy the entertainment

preferences of radio listenerS."9 Ultimately, though, the Court's

decision rested not on the wisdom of the FCC's policy, but on the fact

that the toMMission offered a "rational" and !Yeasonable" preference

for its policy.10 In contrast, this paper focuses on the wisdom of
, 0



the FCC's policy, especially imthe.context of the broader,legal and

structural issues it raises.

In an effort to identify and assess tht legal and structural

issues endemic to the FCC's marketplace model, this paper. (i) reriews .

the proposition that the marketplace.for radio is structurally

deficient; (ii) offers a brief chronology of the conflict between the

Court of Appeal& and the FCC, including the Court's rather

conservative attempt to,uimpose limits on the FCC's policy; (iii)

explicates the Supreme Court's decision in WNCN; and (i0appraises

ihe broader public policy question of format diversity, particularly.

as this question tomes to bear om industey sttucture and First

Amendment jurisprudence.

Structural Deficiencies in the Marketplace

Occasionally, someone may naively suggeit that broadcasters will

simply select whatever format is unrepresented'or.underrrepresented in

their market,11 but generally' it' is an accepted .truisrp that

broadcasters will select whatever format will maximize profits--

regardless of how many competing stations 'may be using the same

- format. Moreover, it is no,longer always true that the largest number

of listeners will necessarily maximize profits, a proposition advanced
"

. by Steiner in one of the earliest--and still -one of the most

insightful--analyses of competition in radio broadcasting. 12

Broedcasters today are very much aware of audience quality, not just

quantit smaller but demographically attractive audience may indeed

be more profitable then a larger but demographically unattrlactive



TABLE I

h)RMAT'DUPLICATION AMONG TOP 10 STATIONS
IN FOUR SELECTED MARKETS

-C4

Country
. ,

Beautiful Music

Top 40

News/Talk

Middle of the Road

Adult Contemporary

Album.Oriented Rock

Contemporary

Urban Contemporary'

% of Duplication

Houktbn ,Cleveland Columbus Oklahoma City

1 2 2

2 2 2 1

0 1 1 1

1 1 0 0-

,
0 0 . 1 1

0 3 3 , 3

1 1 1 ci 2

2 1 0 0

1 0 .- 0 0

40% 30% 4d% 40%

Source: Broadcasting, August 17, 1981opp. 78-86. 4
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audience. Assumptions about format duplication, therefore, must rest
r.

not on audience maximiiation, as Steiner proposed, but on profit

maximization: a station will duplicate an existing format rather than

produce a unique format if its share of the audience for a duplicated

format yields higher.profits than the profits generated _by the eritire

audience for a unique format.

Since the market share commanded by a duplicated format often

exceeds a new or different forinat's shart of the market, format

duplication is the rule, not the exception. As Table I illustrates,

format duplicatiOn among the most profitable radio stationsi in the

larger parkets i oft.en as high as 40 percent. To be sure, in some

Markets there are" more duplicated formats than there are distinctive

formats.13 Format divirsity exists, it follows, but only to the

extent that consumer preferences cluster into large and profitable

audiences.

Format duplication., however, is not in itself prima fatie

. evidence of a'structurally deficient marketplace. While it can be

readily demonstrated that the range of formats does not fully

accommodate listener's divergent tastes and interests,14 consumer

dissatisfaction is only a necessary--not a sufficient--condition of a

structurally deficient inarketplace.15 Only if it could be

demonstratedtheoretically if not empiricallythat the marketplace

for radio offers less variety and choice than a truly "free"

marketplace, would there be sufficient reason to conclude that the

,tharketplace for radio is structurally deficient.
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Theoretical4, 'the marketplace for radio is structurally

imperfectand dencient'from a listener's perspectivein three ways.

First, since commercial jadio is supported entirely through

advertising, broadcastert tend to be,more responsive to advertisers

than to listeners. Tevitably, broadcaSters are concerned more with

advertiser welfare than listener welfare beeause lie advertiser, not

the Ustener, is the ccnTimer. Since a broadcaster's goal is to

provide the most attractiv product (audience) for the consumer,

(advertiser), radio programming is more likely to reflect advertisers'

interest in a particular kind of audience than listeners' interest in

a particular kind ofbprogramming. Although advertiser and listener

interdsts may at times converge and perhaps even, overlap considerably,

to the extent that advertiser satisfaction and listener satisfaction
A

do nol actually coincide, the marketplace for radio can be said to be

structurally defiCient.

Second, since brohcasters are engaged in the production of

audiences, net programs there is no real index of what listeners

would be willing to pay for the pograms4of theiI. choice;

consequently, t ere is no reasonable measure of the intensity of

listener preferences, which ordinarily would be interpreted as.the

economic value of a program. Under the existing structure of

broadcasting, therefore, minority preferences "are probably

systematically discriminated against," at least insofar as midOrity

preferences'ee defined as "prefe ces for material that held by



relatively small groups, each member of which might be 1illing to pay

quite a lot for them."16

Third, instead of using marketplace forces fol purposes of

spectrum allocation, Congress has chosen to hav frequencies

assigned--andlibenses granted--at nq cost to the br.adcaster. As a

'result, there are no incentives for broadcasters to 4 their share of

the spectrum efficiently and thus economically. Spe ifically, without

a pricing mechanism whereby frequencies are define0/in terms of their

economic worth, it is virtually impossible to ssess the relative

c.) benefit and cost of a radio format; not pnly are taxpayers deprived of

payment for a presumably public resource, t broadcasters are

afforded An extraordinary--and an economical iI distorted--return on

their investment. Moreover, since bi'oadcasters neither buy nor lease

the use of an obviously valuable resource--the electromagnetic

spectrum--there is no .opportunity for individuals or firms to prevent

over-consumption of frequencies. "A private-enterprise system cannot

function properly," concluded economist Ronald Coase in his now

frequently cited critique of the regulation of broadcasting, "unless

property rights are created in resources, and, when this is dithe,

Nsomeone wishing to use a resource has to pay the owner to obtain

it."17

Although Coase does not conclude "that administrative allocation

of resources is inevitably worse than an allocation by means of the

price mechanism,"18 and while economist Bruce Owen agrees that even

with direct listener payment and an abundance of frequencies there may
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still be discrimination against minority preferences, it would be
;reasonably prudent to posit that under a truly free system of

competition, as Owen puts it,-"things probably would not,be as bad."19

The FCC and the Marketplace for

Entertainment Programming

While the FCC has long acknowledged the imperfections of its

marketplace model, it has nonetheless maintained that formata

allocation--and thus format diversity--should not be subject to

regulatory scrutiny. In a Memorandum Opinion and Order in 1976, the

Commission reaffirmed its commitment to the marketplace as "t0e best

way to allote entertainment formats in radio, whether the hoped for

result is expressed in First Amendment term (i.e. promoting the

greatest diversity of listening choices for the publiclor in economic-
,

terms (i.e., maximizing the welfare of consumers of radio

programs).'!2° Whether an administrative allocation of formats might

yield a greater diversity of programming was not germane beèause, in V,

the Commission's view, there was no requirement "to measure any system

of allocation against the standard of perfection"; the marketplace

model was both convenient and "the best availoble means of producing

the diversity to which the public is entitled.21

Significantly, the 1976 Opiniom and Order made clear the

Commission's "long and continuing reluctance to define and enforce" a

public interest standard as it might be applied to radio entertainment

11
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programming. As a review and restatement of policy, it served to

fortify the FCC's conviction that the "regulation'ofentertainment

formats as an aspect of the public interest would uoduce In

, unnecessary and menacing entanglement in matters that Congress meant

to leave to private discretion:42. But the FCC's Opinion was much

more than a policy statement, for it 'was a considered repudiation'of a

format diversity philosophy promulgated by the'District"of Columbia

Court of Appeals. The FCC's Opinion not only identified its

"fundamental disagreement" with ,the Court's philosophy but in effect

rejected what had become "a vexing series of reversals."23'

What the Commission sought to reject, specifically, was an

emerging "format doctrine,", an effort by the Court of-Appeals to apply

a public interest standard to entertainment programming: if

broadcasting is 6 be regulated _in the publlLinterest, the Court had

maintained, it follows that the "FCC would seek to assure that, within

technical and economic constraints, as many as possible of the various

formats preferred by segments of the public would be provided"; and ff

indeed the Commission "is to pursue the public interest, it may not be
ca

able at the same tiift to,pursue a policy of free competition."24 In

short, the Commission's Opinion stood in oppositiOh to the Court's

requirement that, should circumstances dictate, the FCC would be

obliged to consider whether the "disappearance of a distinctive format

may deprive a significant segment of the public of the benefits of

radio."25

12
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The Format Doctrine

aetween 1970 and 1974, in a series of four cases, 26 the District

of Columbia Court of Appeals established its format doctrine,

essentially a ,"set of criteria for determining when the 'public

interest' standard requires the Commission to hold a hearing to review

proposed changes in entertainment formats."27 While the Court did not

expect the Commission to "restrain the broadcasting of anY program,

dictate adoption of a new format, force retention, of an existing

format, or command provision of access to non-licensees,"28 it did

want the FCC to at least hold a hearing when a proposed format change

raised "substantial and materialqquestions of fact."28 The FCC's role

in reviewing format changes would thus be limited to those special

circumstances when (i) notice of a format change brought about

"significant public grumbliog," (ii) the "grumbling public" was large

enough to be accommodated by available frequencies, (iii) the proposed

c'
format change would leave the service area without a "unique" format2-

i.e, there was no adequate substitute for the format being abandoned,

and (iv) the format being abandoned was economically feasible.3° The

. Colurt viewed these critieria as defining those unusual circumstances

when,the FCC's policy of non-intervention constituted an evasion of

its statutory responsibility to hold evidentiary hearings.31 As a

matter of policy and procedure, however, the format doctrine was not

intended to contravene the FCC's preference for a marketplace approach

to format allocation. Indeed, the format doctrine was devised as an

13 ,
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exception to--not a substitute for--the imperfect system of free

competition.

'The .Commission, nonetheless, viewed the format doctrine as

flatly inconsistent with our understanding of congressional

policy as manifested in the Communications Act, '

contraproductive in.terms of maximizing'the welfare of the

radio-listening public, administratively a fearful and

comprehensive ni ghtmare, and unconsti3tutional as

impermissibly chilling innovation and experimentation in

radio programMing.32

The FCC's 1976 Opinion and Order interpreted the format doctrine in,

general--and in particular the Court's decision in WEFM--as having

"far-reaching.ramifications to our entire scheme of radio broadcast

licensing"; if the Court intended for the formit doctrine a limited

and wellrdefined role, the F.CC saw it as imposing "comprehensive,

discriminating, and continuing state su ance.'133 Although the

Commission acknowledged its responsibiliiy t comply with the Court's

mandate in WEFM, its 1976 Opinion described-the format doctrine as an.

"extremely unwise policy" and, in the end, rejected it as neither

administratively te'nable nor necessary in the public interest."34

Three citizens groups35 petitioned the Court of Appeals for

review of the FCC's Opinion and Order, and in June of 1979 the Court,

sitting en blanc, held the FCC's policy "to be unavailing and of no

force and effect."35 Taking the Commission to task for comparing its

"policy" to the "policy" of the Court, Judge McGowan reminded the FCC
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that the judiciary'interprets the law--it does not make "policy"; the,

format doctrine was-"an interpretation of a statute" and, as such,

qualified as a decision "in which the judicial word is final."37

NOtwithstanding the "deference owed the Commission's construction of

the Communications Act," any contrary,construction by the judiciary

clearly takes precedence: it is the "Commission's obligation," the

Court ruled, "to accept and carry out in good faith its legal duties

as interpreted by the court."38

WNCN and the Demise of

the Format Doctrine

In response to writs of certiorari filed by the FCC, the National

Association of Broadcasters, and two broadcasting companies,,the

Supreme Court ruled in favor of the Commission's marketplace approach

.to format allocation. Justice White, writing for the Court,

identified the controversy in its most narrow terms: "The issue

before us is whether there are circumstances in which the Commission

must review past or anticipated changes in a station's entertainment

programming when it rules on an application for renewal or transfer of

a radio broadcast license."39 , The Court's ruling was.similarly

narrow: since the FCC's policy on format diversity neither conflicts

wipl the Communications Act of 1934 nor violatet the First Amendment,

the Court of Appeals had no basis for invalidating it. Without

assessing the merits of either the format doctrine-or the FCC's 1976

Opinion and Order, the Court found the latter to be "a reasonable
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accommodation of the policy of promoting diversity in programming and
.4

the policy of avoiding unnecessary restrfctions oil licensee

discretion."4°

While it could be difficult to read WNCN as an enthusfastic

endorsement of the FCC's marketplace model, it would be' just as

difficult to ignore the significance of the Court's desire to empower

the Commission with broad-discretion in determining how much weight

should be given to the goal of promoting diversity in radio

progrAmming and what policies should be pursued in realiiing that

goal.41 Decidedly, WNCN focused fia on the larger question of radio

diversity and the role of government might properly play in achieving

it but on the instifutional competence of the Federal Communications

Commission. in the Court's view, since "the construction of a statue

by those charged with its execution should be follwed unless there are

compelling indications that is wron g,1142 and since the Communications

Act does not specifically require format regulation by the Commission,

it follows that the Court of Appeals' format doctrine violated the

FCC's "broad ru'lemakinb powers."43 Wilether the format doctrine was

itself a rational and reasonable approach to the diversification of

radio programming was irrelevanl beCause the FCC's policies are

entiiled to "substantial judicial deference."

Apparently, the FCC's "broad rulemaking powers" are to be

protected eyen when the Commission decides not to make rules. Whereas

the FCC expressly declined the regulate radio formats "as an aspect of

the public interest, 4 the Supreme Cotirt tool( this to be a

16
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"constitutibnally pe missible means of imylementing the public

interest st.andard."45 Citing its 1940 r ing..in FCC v. Pottsville

Broadcasting, the Cour described the p interest standard as a

"supple instrument for he excercise of discretion by the expert body

which 6ongress has charg d.to carry out its legislation";46 and it was

certainly within the FCC t competence, the Court reasoned, for it to

conclude "that its 'Statutory duties are best fulfilled by not

attempting to oversee for at chnges."47

Of course, that the FC hacichosen to remove itself entirely'from

the process through which f rmats would be allocated was the principal

justification for the Court of Appeal's format doctrine. If the lower

court was wilying to accept the logic of the Commission's marketplaCe

model, it wanted to be su e that the FCC had at least provided a

"waiver provision" or a "s fety valve" ,procedure whereby citizens

could petition for a hearing,48 In at least'two earlier decisions--

NBC v. U.S (1943) and U:S..v. Storer BroadcastA4(1956)--the Supreme

Court had considered the validity of.the FCC's rules "in.light of the

flexibility provided by the,procedures";49 and so the Court of Appeals

was confident, that its format doctrine was firmly rooted in

administrative law, if not Constitutional law. In WNCN, however, the

Supreme Court inexplicably reheated from its earlier rulings:. The

Court "did not hOld," Justice White explained in a footnote, "that the

Commission may never adopt a rule that lacks a waiver provision."50

17
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Consumer, Welfare, Pluralistic Programming

and First Amendment Values

The FCC's commitment to the marketplace as the'most desirable--or

least objectionable--meins of achieving format dfursity not only

unders.cores the ambiguity of diversity as a First Amendment ideal but

illustrtes the Commission's indifference toward the relationship

between economic incentives, Andustry structure, and democratic

values. From a policy perspective, the Commission's abiding faith in

the principles of free enterprisd is manifestly inimical to the needs

of a culturally plural society because it effectively precludes

consideration of the importance of pluralistic programming.

Cultural Pluralism and the First Amendment

While freedom of speech may be "essential as a means of assurAng

individual self-fuffillment,"51 the4S -fulfillment function of

speech_ "finds little counterpart in relation to the prOs."52

Arguably, the free press clause--in contrast to the free speech

clause--denotes an essentially instrumental value, an ffort to

safeguard those conditions necessary for the slirvival of a wise and

sophisticated electorate. Accordingly, f eedom of the press is an

importaat constitutional guarantee not because a f ee press is

inherently valuable but because a free press can best eet the public

communication needs of a democratic society: First Amendment
-

protection fOr,the print and electronic press is des rable because it

.r
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fosters a robust and uninhibited press; a robust and uninhibited press

is desirable beCause it is a prest able and-preiumably willing to

accommodate divergent points of view; div'ergent points of view are

desiratile hecause they sustain public debate; public debate is

desii-able because it nurtures an informed citizenry; and an informed

citizenry is desirable because it brings about a more perfect polity

and, in the end, legitimates the very idea of self-government. The

goal of the free press clause of the-First amendment, it follows, is

to protect and enhancVhe public's ability to govern itself; an

individual's opportunity to be heard publicly warrants First Amendment

protection only because it contributes to what Alexander Meiklejohn
a

calls the "public understandin'e essential to self-government.

From a Meiklejohnian interpretation of the free press clause, the

First Amendment is not intended to promote "unregulated

talkativ6ness"; what is crucial, Meiklejohn argues, is "not that

e41-yone shall speak" but that "everything worth saying shall be

said."53 Meiklejohn's theory of the First Amendment is fundamentally

poitical; appropriately, it appears in a work entitled Political

Freedom. There is, however, an important corollary to Meiklejohn's

theory, a cultural interpretation of the goals and objectives of the

First Amendment.

From a cultural perspective, a Keiklejohnian interpretation of

the free press clause would call for a robust and uninhibited press

not for purposes of accommodating an enlightened electorate but for

purposes of accommodating a plurality of cultural assocations. If the
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political goal of the free press clause is an informed citizenry, iti

Cultural goal is a citlzenry firmly rooted in what John Dewey

described as the "principles of associated life"; for as Dewey reminds

us, democracy is more than, a type of government: democracy is

primarily.a form of association,-a kind Of "conjoint commdrricated-

experience."54

By "conjoint communicated'experience" Dewey means to emphasize

that "a clear consciousness of a communal life, in all its..

implications, constitutes the idea of democracy."55 Only a culturally.

plural society, in Dewey's view, can embody the spirit of democracy;

and only the spirit of democracy can nourish a sense of community and
-

an appreciation for the integrity, of diverse cultures. Dewey's

understanding of tit
et

connection, between democracy and community is

founded op the premise that "community is inherently,democratic, and

democracy is inherently communal."56

In the context of broadcasting, a commitment to cultural

pluralism translates into First Amendment protection for truly

pluralistic programming. In contrast to the kind of cultural

oligarchy resulting from an advertiser-dominated system of

broadcasting, pluralist:c-programming is programming designed to

reflect and thus enhance cultural diversity; pluralistic programming,

to borrow sociologist Robert Nisbet's distinction, responds to

individual listeners as "indistingutshable from a culture" rather than

as "simply a numerical aggregate" regarded for "administrative

purposes as discrete and socially separated."57
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AlthOugh the Supreme Copart appeared to have recognizect the

importance df pluriiistic programming whdn in Red Lion in 1969 it made

referents to the listener's First Amendment right "to receive suitable
a ,

access to social, politicali esthetic, moral, and other ideas and

expeOenceg,"58 Justice White in WNCN made it clear that the Red Lion

Court wdid not implylAhat the First Amendment grants tndividual

listeners the right to haye the Commission review the abandonment of

their favorite entertainment ptograms."59 Thus the failure of WNCN--

at least from a cultural point of view--is the failure of the Court to

see any
.

connection between Red Lion and the FCC's format'policy; and
. . __

.

the failure of the FCC's policy is the failure of the Commission to'

lookpbeyond the 'mal-ketplace for.the standards with which to assess

program diversity..

The FCC's format policy 'is inherently flawed if only,because it

views diversity in strictly economic terms, what the Court of Appeals

deseribes as a "mechanistic deferente" to free enterprise.° Since

the Commission's format policy safeguards the 'broadcaster's right to

compete, not the listener''s right to "receive suitable access" to a

sufficiently diverse range of programming, the FCC appears to be

willing to settle for whatever diversity competition might yield. In

practice, the FCC thus accepts coMpetitionnot diversity--as the goal

of 4e First AMendment. In fact, thi'only standard used by 'the

Commission to define and measure diversity is the ideal of "free"

competitiob.

When measured against the standard of "free" 'Competition, the FCC

readily admits that the marketplace for radio is structur.ally
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deficient (for the reasons outlined earlier)--but no;deficient to the

point where government intervention would be required. Remarkably,

the FCC's understanding of the deficiencies of the marketplace is

limited to the lArketplace's economic imperfections; at no time,has

the Commission extended its inquiry into the marketplace's cultural

tmperfections. If the Commission is reluctant to.decide whether

competition brings about "insufficient div-ersity because

'insufficient" raisds a cultural and thus normative issue, it is

administratively and politically comfortable with its laissez-faire

apriroach to format allocation because its marketplace model is

portrayed as an entirely empirical, ar:4litical, and value-free

resolution of the diversity issue.

Competition, Diversity, and Pluralistic Programming

That the FCC's conception of diversity iscinextricably wedded to

competition in the marketplace is, however, striking evidence of the,

c,pmmission's bias, not its impartiality. Principally, it is a bias in

favor of free enterprise, not consumer welfare; a bias in favor of the

broadcaster, not the listener; and a bias in favor of competition, not

diversity. To no avail,.former FCC Commissioner Nicholas Johnson

tried to call attention to the Commission's bias when he argued that

the "conclusion of the marketplace advbcates thit the pricing

mechanism produces the most equitable and efficient allocation of

resources is itself a normative, not an-empirical, judgment";

22
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furtherMbre, Johnson wrote,

To assume thacparket allocation of a good is a normal

V
situation, to be departed from only in exceptional

situations, is to determine an industry's goals and

principles by considering only-6-conomic factors and ignoring

the social impact of the industry.

The market allocation proposal ignores public policy

considerations in its failure to encourage "good" use of the

spectrum.61

It is ironic tha the FCC's expressed interest in diversity turns

out to be a commitment to competition; for as Owen goes to great

lengths to explain, competition has very little to do with diversity.

Actually, Owen--who the Commission cites with approval--sees diversity

as "at best irrelevant and-at worst seriously debilitating to the

consumer interest."62

Inevitably, when consumer welfare is defined economically instead

of culturally, variety will be mistaken for diversity. And this is

precisely what has happened in radio broadcasting: the marketplace

for formats has failed to distinguish between intra-format diversity,

which is mere variety, and inter-format diversity, which comes closer

to the goal of pluralistic programming. AS the FCC puts it, there

"exists no economically rational basis" for deciding whether intra-

format or inter-format diversity best serves the public interest.°

In other words, when diversity is defined solely in terms of

competition, there would appear to be no meaningful distinction
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between, say, a market with 12 unique formats and a market with one

format duplicated by 12 stations. In many markets, therefore,

pluralistic programming may give waY to a great variety of essentially

similar programs--and in Owen's and the Commission's view, consumer

welfare would be the better for it.

To fully appreciate the folly of the FCC's conception of

diversfty--and to better illustrate the importance of the distinction

between variety and diversityconsider the marketplace for

automobiles. Should automobile manufacturers limit their production

to only subcompacts but design an impressive variety of subcompacts

(analogous to only intra-format diversity), would consumer welfare

would be as well served as when automobile manufactures produce a

diversity of models--from subcompaCts to full-size cars--but offer

only one design for each size model category (analogous to only inter-

format diversity)? Given limited resources, if alitomobi le

manufacturers had to limit either variety or diversity, which would be

the higher priority? In its most stark terms, is it more important to

allow consumers to choose between a yellow, a blue, or 'a green

subcompact or between a subcompact and,.say, a nine-passenger station

wagon?

The difference between variety and diversity is, essentially, the

difference between wants ghd needs. Wants are typically private and

idiosyncratic; they focus on personal perference and individual

gratificatfon. Needs, however, a pically.public and shared; they

transcend individual preference an focus instead on purposes and
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interests common to class of people. Whereas wants emerge from a

fundamentally hedonistic. calcuTatfon of pleasUre aid piin, needs

emerge in response to a desire to achieve or maintain a i.easonably

comfortable quality of ife.64 There, is indeed an ,important

difference between the need of low-income families.for asmall fuel

efficient car and one family's preference for a particular package of

options.

Just as autompbi le diversity fs essential if automobile

manufacturers expect to Meet the needs of a society increasingly

dependent on private transportation, format c6versity is essential&if

broadcasters'expect to meet the needs of society committed to ttie

ideal of cultural pluralism. And if there is a lesson to be learned

from the automobile industry, it is that economic incentives alone

often mitigate against diversity: without government intervention,

variety tends to displace diversity and the consumer is left with the

illusion of choice. Be the3; automobiles or radio programs, it is a

fundamental economic maxim that Pwherever there ,is a delland for

diversity of product, pure competition turns out to be not the ideal

but a departure from
it."65

In sum, to advocate greater diversity, in radio progr'amming is not

to advocate diversity ior the sake of diversity. Rather, pluralistic

programming is programming intended to sustain the cultural diversity

in an given market; it is what Jacklin calles "representative

diversity," programming div rse enough to correspond to the diversity

in the commun ity.66 As a practical matter, the goal of diversity in
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radio broadcasting is no more unworkable than iRe goal of,fuel,-

efficiency in the ,automobiie industry. It will require corrective

measures, but not the kind of insidious state control that would

suppress expression. On the contrary, a restructuring of the

marketplace for radio67 could bring about a greater diversity of

communication and thus extend to listeners the freedom of choice to

,which they are entitled under the First Amendm 6 t and the

Communications Act of 1934. As the Court of Appeals recoga*zed over a

decade ago, "it is surely in the public interest, as that was

conceived by a Congress repreientative of all the people, for all

major aspects of contemporary culture to'be accommodated by the
i

commonlyowned public resources whenever that is technically and

economically feasible."68 That goal is certainly technically feasible

and would be economically feasible if legal and structural issues were

not defined soley in terms of marketplace forces. The important point

is not that the marketplace for radio.is structurally deficient

becauSe it is a departure from the ideal of competition but that

competition itself is a departure from the Ideal of pluralistic

programming.
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